
Robinson Analytical overcomes an 
impossibly small budget to build 
a 435hp pump-gas Olds 307 for 
the Engine Masters Challenge. 
By Daryl White . Photography by Johnny Hunkins 

brothers Dale and Glenn Robinson decided to 
take up the gauntlet and enter the 2008 Engine 
Masters Challenge. they knew they needed every 

advantage they could get. They had to know all of the rules 
inside and out, and crea te a combination that could wow the 
crowd and still stay within budget. Their approach to building 
this little 307-based Olds mirrored their team name, Robinson 
Analytical. 

Dale has been bracket racing with Glds power for a number 
of yea rs, and is comfortable enough with the architecture of 
the engine that he knew its weaknesses and strengths. Talking 
with Dale. it is clear that he's a levelheaded player. and his phi
losophy was to break down the engine building process into 
two distinct focus groups: weaknesses and strengths. This, he 
figured rightly, would be the best way to approach the build. 

The Robinsons started their analysis with a $50 core engine 
from an '84 Toronado. A little digging tells us that the 307 
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engines were popular throughout the whole GM family. All of 
the BOP and Chevy passenger cars received versions of the 307 
for their mid· and fullsize cars from 1980 to 1990. Most Olds 
engines have the cubic inches cast into the side of the block, 
though the 307 has a casting of a 5.0 liter on the block. If you 
are looking for one in the junkyard and you spot a two· barrel 
carbureted V· 8, keep on looking, as a1l307s used a four· barrel 
Quadrajet. In fact, the 307 was the last passenger car offered 
with a carburetor in the United States (except some Crown Vic 
Police Interceptors, as we're sure someone will sc ream out). 

For every aids lover, the biggest struggle with the engine 
isn't necessarily making power, but keeping the engine intact. 

"The Robinsons started their analy· 
sis with a $50 core engine from an 
'84 Toronado ... " 



With a combination of homemade and purchased parts, Dale was 
able to make the sturdiest 307 Olds bottom end known to man. 
Unlike other girdle setups that require special oil pan ends, he 
says this used the stock pan ends with no problems and fit around 
the oil pump like a glove. 

The only mods to the oil pan were holes to accommodate the 
¥a-inch Allen bolt heads poking up from the girdle. 

The 307, like the 403 and other Olds blocks, uses an open 
main-webbing design that saved the powerplants a good 
amount of weight, and GM a good amount of coin, but sacri
ficed structural strength. With a talent for machine work and 
an eye for details. Dale got started remedying this issue by 
building a structura l support, connecting all of the mains to the 
block. He says: "I used a piece of 1018 flat bar with some blocks 
to connect it to the halo girdle, and I machined the caps and 
that's it. I bought the halo off J&S Machine and connected it all 
together." He used a set of spacer blocks between the J&S halo 
and the main girdle and used brass shim stock to set the pre
load to what he wanted. Finally, ¥a-inch Allen-head capscrews 
fasten the homebuilt girdle to the pan rail. In essence, he built 
a super-sized main girdle for the block. The beefed-up support 
had a secondary feature that helped move the oil pan further 
from the windage whipping around, thus better controlling the 
oil. 

The crank used was one of the early 330 Olds forged -steel 
cranks. Coveted for their strength, the 330 cranks were quite 
popular to drop into small -inch engines. Dale spent a bit of 
time modifying and lightening the crank: "I took 3 pounds out 
of it. They're pretty hefty to start with. It weighs like 56 
pounds, it was 59 when it was stock." Since modifying the SFI
mandated flywheel was out of the question per EMC ruies, 
Dale also had to re-drill the bolt pattern on the rear of the 
crank from the oddball 330 pattern. After lightening and res-

After several hours with a grinder, the factory-forged 330 crank 
looked and performed more like some of the high-dollar cranks, 
but at a fraction of the cost. ARP 2000 rod bolts like the ones 
seen here come as standard fare on the Eagle featherweight rods. 

The design staff at Olds was fickle with cam and lifter designs, 
changing lifter angle and bore sizes several times over the years. 
The large diameter of the mid-'80s 307 rifters makes them desir
able. To take full advantage of their size, however, requires hav
ing dedicated cam lobes deSigned at over a thousand dollars a 
pop for intake and exhaust. Using the Mopar lobes gets you 90 
percent of the way there, and saves a ton of cash. 

culpting the shaft. it was balanced to a set of Eagle ESP 
Featherweight Chevy-style H-beam rods. "I went with the lon
gest rod that was still within budget at 6.250 inches. Barely 
attached to the rods by a set of paper-thin 71 gram wristpins 
are some custom Ross full -round pistons. At the time the pis
tons were ordered, Ross didn't have the shape of the combus
tion chambers to go off of, so they were hand-tailored to fit 
once they showed up. With a small dome and the pistons sit
ting just out of the hole, it wasn't hard to come up with 10.4:1 
compression. To prepare the block for those pistons. Dale 
made a custom hot-hone torque plate, allowing 125-degree 
water to pass-through the engine as it was being finish honed. 
That brought the engine to an honest 316 cubic inches. After 
the short-block was assembled, they took a torque wrench to it 
and were pleased that it only took a mere 7 lb-ft to turn it over. 

At a passing glance, the casual observer more than likely 
wouldn't notice the size of the lifters in an engine, but when it 
is torn down next to another GM block, it stands out that the 
lifters sure look awfully big in this little 307. A little digging 
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Glenn points out the 
weld line where the 
original port ended 
and the Robinson· 
designed port begins. 
The entire center sec
tion between the two 
center runners was 
added and cleaned 
up enough that it 
looks like the factory 
cast it that way. 

like most engine 
builders, the Robinson 
Analytical team found 

easy power by using an 
electric water pump like 

the one here from 
Meziere. The split timing 

cover allows easy 
access for cam timing 

changes. 

revealed that during the '80s. Olds moved into the world of 
hydraulic roller cams and used a big .921-inch diameter roller 
lifter. This made i t legal to use lifters big enough to make 
Mopar guys jealous, even if they did have to use flat tappets per 
the rules. Further block details evolved as the Robinsons drilled 
small holes in the lifter valley to allow oil to fall directly on the 
flat~tappet camshaft. Also, raised vent tubes epoxied into the 
lifter valley keep the crankcase pressure equalized between the 
upper and lower end of the engine. 

The cam that was used to motivate the mondo lifters was a 
CaMP Cams grind using the MM Mopar lobes deSigned spe
cifically for large-diameter tappets. The advantage here is that 
the angular relationship between the tappet and the cam lobe 
allows the cam to whang open and close the valves- technical
ly speaking that is. "Looking back now, I wouldn't have gone 
that big on the exhaust lobe. I think I over~exhausted it." 

As if the bottom end of this baby aids didn't already have 
our heads spinning, looking at what was bolted on top of the 
block blew our minds. \Vith an amount of consideration and 
effort that would make a Super-Stocker look like a bracket 
racer, Dale transformed the ordinary SA casting heads into 
fully functional race heads. On the exhaust side, the center two 
cylinders share a common port, a terrible design for anyone 
wanting to make power. Using a block of iron to fill the main 
gap in between the two adjoining cylinders, Dale spray-welded 
iron to fill the remainder of the gap as well as to raise the floor 
of the exhaust port by almost a half inch. Similar treatment 
was given to the intake side as the floor was raised there by 
about 3fa inch with epoxy instead of the spray-weld. ""ve got 
about 10 pounds of epoxy in that motor between the heads and 
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With no detail too small, the Robinsons spent a good amount of 
time making sure that the engine looked as good as it ran. The 
custom Oldsmobile logos on the sheetmetal valve covers really 
make the engine pop. 

During pre-EMC testing, the dyno guys weren't familiar with 
tuning the Edelbrock carb, but as Dale has one on his ii-second 
bracket car, he was able to do some magic to the rods and get 
the fuel curve where he wanted it. 

the intake manifold." Knowing he wouldn't need enormous 
runners for the amount of cubes, Dale kept the volume down. 
He says: "The intake port is way smaller than the original. , 
think the factory was 152 cc and now it's down to 145 and it's 
much higher. It's got a small cross section of 1.91square inch~ 
es]." Final flow numbers ended up around 195 cfm on the 
intake and 170 on the exhaust. Though not huge peak flow 
numbers. he claims they were almost at those numbers by 
.200-inch lift. Just perfect for limited camshaft and rpm range 
applications. 

Using experience and catalogs as his guides, Dale was able 
to round up a set of small-block Chevy 2.02~inch intake valves 
and 1.60-inch exhaust valves that he cut down to 1.55 inches, 
profiled, and back-cut. Both used lightweight sh6-inch stems to 
reduce the amount of mass that the COMP Cams beehive 
springs would have to control. When determining the required 
spring pressure, this was their first solid flat~tappet engine 
build, so they took a stab at it and set it up with 130 pounds on 
the seat. But Dale says: "After looking at what everybody else 
used, I think' could have gotten away with less. Maybe I could 
have freed up some horsepower in the block then." 

" To prepare the block for those 
pistons, Dale made a custom 
hot-hone torque plate ••• " 



Hooker supplied the headers for the project. They worked j ust 
fine, but there was a little to do at University of Northwestern 
Ohio when they realized that they had 2 Y2-i nch mufflers w here 
everyone else was running 3 Y2-i nch mufflers. 

Having a set of T&D 1.65 rockers already on hand gave 
the Robinson Analytical team a head start, and they just 
bought a set of 1.8 rockers to swap onto the shafts for the 
intake side. Rocker arm geometry was right on the money 
as the roller tip sat directly in the middle of the va lve with 
almost no movement. 

Between the more-than-stock heads sat an equaUy modified 
Edelbrock Performer RPM intake manifold. Originally 

The budget-oriented MSD StreetFire Ignit ion system used on the 
Olds has proven its strength and reliabi lity on the street and at 
the track. It was good to see it perfo rm flawlessly at the Challenge 
among a sea of higher-end ign ition systems. 

designed for a spread-bore carb like the factory Q-Jet, the 
manifold carb flange and portions of the runners were filled 
with epoxy to better fit the Edelbrock Thunder A VS square
bore carb and match the raised runners in the heads. 

Once the Rob inson Analyt ical team had their engine 
together it was time for testing. Normally a simple procedure 
for the Chevy and Ford guys, Dale says: "It was the first time 
we ever had an engine on the dyno and it was kind of a 

The family resemblance is 
pretty clear as brothers Dale 
and Glenn pose with their 
engine. With a working man's 
budget, the Robinsons get the 
bang-for-the-buck award. 
Clearly, the amount of time 
spent dwarfed the cubic dol
lars required for such a bu ild. 
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scramble. First of all, they did n't have an Olds bellhousing. we 
had to cobble up a Chevy one. Then we couldn't get it to butt 
up against the bellhousing. It's an old Superflow setup for a 
manual transmission crankshaft, and mine's an automatic 
crankshaft. So it took me an hou r in the dyno room to grind a 
hole in the back of my crank to fit it up against." O nce it got all 
li ned up and fired, some basic timing changes and rod changes 
in the Edelbrock earb got the O lds where they wanted it. 

With thousands of hours of thought and analysis. hundreds 
of hours of hard work, and four hours of testing. the Robinsons 
packed up their unlikely creation and headed from Grimsby. 
Ontario. Canada, down to the Jegs Engine Masters Challenge at 
the University of Northwestern Ohio campus in Lima, Ohio. 
When their time slot finally came, they hooked up their stock 
cast-iron headed 307 to the DTS dyno, while the crowd 
watched the closed-circuit TV in the main EMC lounge a rea. 
They didn't know that they were abou t to get their socks blown 
off. Where big-name engine builders broke or were DQ'd, the 
little Olds kept on. Where some ran hot and saw their scores 
shrink, the Robinsons kept making power, not dropping a point 
between their three final pulls. With over 435 hp and 430 Ib-ft 
of torque from a tiny mid-'80s smog engine, the guys from up 
north proved that thei r analytical skills and attention to detail 
put them square in the middle of some of the best engine 
builders in the country. a:w 

BY THE NUMBERS DTSDYNO 
ROBINSON ANALYTICAL DATA 
307CIOLDS RPM TO HP 

Bore: ................................................. 3.855 inches 2,500 327 156 
Stroke: .............................................. 3.384 inches 2,600 338 167 
Displacement ................ 316 actual cubic Inches 2,700 341 175 

Compression ratio: ..................................... 10.4:1 2,800 342 182 
2,900 355 196 Camshaft: ........................ COMP soUd flat tappet 
3,000 369 211 

Cam duraUon: .......................... 235/239 degrees 3,100 374 221 at .050·inch tappet rise 
3,200 373 227 

Valve lift ...................................... . 633·/.592 inch 3,300 370 232 
Rocker ratio: ......................................... 1&0 Shaft 3,400 366 237 

1.8 intakel1.65 exhaust ratio 3,500 363 242 
Top ring: ..................................... 1mm, CP Pistons 3,600 363 249 
Second ring: ........................... 1.2mm, CP Pistons 3,700 366 258 
Oil ring: ...................................... 2mm, CP Pistons 3,800 375 271 
Piston: .............................. ................... Ross dome 3,900 385 286 
Block: .............................................. OEM cast iron 4,000 393 300 
Crankshaft ....................... OEM forged 330 Olds 4,100 401 313 
Rods: .................... Eagle 6.2S-inch featherweight 4,200 411 329 

Cytinder head: .......................... OEM SA cast iron 4,300 420 344 
4,400 425 356 Intake vatve diameter: ..................... 2.02 inches 4,500 428 367 

Exhaust valve diameter: ................... 1.55 inches 4,600 430 376 
Intake manifold: ........ Edelbrock Performer RPM 4,700 430 384 
Carburetoc ............ Edelbrock aoo Thunder AVS 4,800 429 392 
Header: ........................ Hooker 15ft-Inch primary 4,900 425 397 
Ignition: ......................................... MSD Streettlre 5,000 421 401 
Engine 011: ........................... ... Royal Purple 5W30 5,100 418 406 
Mufflers: ............................................. MagnaFlow 5,200 413 409 

5,300 410 413 
5,400 406 418 
5,500 403 422 
5,600 400 427 
5,700 396 429 
5,800 392 433 
5,900 387 435 
6,000 381 435 
6,100 374 434 
6,200 367 433 
6,300 361 433 
6,400 354 431 
6.500 351 434 
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An HVH Super Sucker carb spacer proved a perfect match to 
the Edelbrock 800 AVS carbo The vacuum-secondary style ca rb 
worked out perfectly for the rpm range of the compet ition, as 
it was able to warm up and idle on just the primaries, w hile the 
secondaries would f lap open right at the beginning of the full ·load 
dyno pu ll. 

Originally designed for the spread-bore Quadrajet , this Edelbrock 
Performer RPM Intake manifold was the recipient of a heavy dose 
of epoxy to reshape the plenum and make it fit the square-bore 
ca rbo 

The remainder of Dale's investment in epoxy went to the floors 
and walls of the intake runners. Raising the runners lJa inch and 
moving them over slightly gave the aIr and fuel a d irect shot down 
the throat of the port and into the chamber. 

" I've got about 10 pounds of 
epoxy in that motor between the 
heads and the intake manifold ••• " 
- Dale Robinson 



The valves the Robinsons picked up were from a (jealous) Super Stock racer, and were 
back-cut and radiused before being combined with the COMP Cams Beehive springs and 
titanium retainers. COMP also supplied the B.SOO-inch push rods motivating the T&D shaft 
rockers. A look at how the exhaust stacked up behind the header gasket is another indi
cator of how much those exhaust ports were raised. 

The Ross cus
tom pistons 
were built with 
plenty of clear
ance to allow 
for cam chang
es. Tight lobe 
separation, not 
total lift, is a 
critical factor 
when it comes 
to determining 
the valve notch 
depth. 
Fortunately. 
there was no 
indication that 
piston-to-valve 
contact occurred. Thanks to a perfect crank-polishing job, the Mahle-Clevite coated bear
ings look just like new even after making 43S horses on a light 40 psi of oil pressure. 

Using every trick in the book, the -Robinsons used a heat shield under the valley pan to 
keep hot oil from splashing up onto the valley pan and heating up the incoming charge. 

Dribble holes provide much-needed 
lubrication to the solid flat -tappet cam 
as the spring pressure could easily flatten 
a dry lobe. 

"It was the f irst time 
we ever had an engine 
on the dyno, and it was 
kind of a scramble!" 
-Dale Robinson 
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